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This Document is an UTRA-ALERT. It Exposes the Elitist/Illuminati Plan to Take-over the United States and Nations 
of the World via coordinated EMINENT Atomic/Frequency ATTACKS. They plan to create CATACLYSMIC EVENTS OF 
BIBLICAL PROPORTIONS, some by Earth-Shift. The secret Elitist-Society/CIA controlled CERN atomic-collider & 
HAARP/Tesla-frequency-technologies are jointly set to use EARTH as the ultimate WEAPON of Mass 
DESTRUCION—by triggering Earthquakes, Tsunamis, Global Black-Outs and Nuclear Meltdowns.   
 



 
  

FORWARD  

Ultra-ALERT—IMMINENT ATTACK on USA  
 
This Report is written out of love for our beautiful Earth, People and my Country, the United States of 
America.  At first, it may seem as if this were written as fiction.  The plot seems so un-real  as to be 
Sci-Fi.  Be assured that it is real—even though you may not want to believe it—it is real! 
 
 To think otherwise is most dangerous—for to do nothing at this point, is to allow a very deranged 
man and his deranged “elitists accomplices” to destroy you, your family and our country! Obama 
intends to use CLANDESTINE Earth-Weapons TECHNOLOGY that most people never even heard of, to 
take over the United States and beyond.  The secret ‘Earth-disaster’ technology makes this epic coup 
plan all the more deadly!   
 
It hardly matters what we believe or what we want to believe, for the man in charge, President 
Barack Obama, truly  believes it is his destiny to become ruler of the world and to be the Muslim 
Mahdi—whose  mission is to save and raise Islam by exterminating Jews and Christians. 
 
Look at the photo-set at the beginning of Report 2—Obama sits ready to wear the Muslim/Mahdi-
crown he is holding on his lap. He brashly tweeted this “tell-all” picture-message to the Muslim World 
from the White House!  This is not a ‘make believe’ Photo Shop scene;  it comes directly from the 
White House twitter account! The Mahdi crown, crossbow, and sword-throne he sits upon are a 
symbolic of his intentions:  to lead a Muslim/Globalist take-over of America. The tweet was clearly an 
invitation to join Obama’s Muslim/Jihadist quest. The following post is a gruesome reminder of what 
that might entail: a fatwa was issued by ISIS in 2014 which actually sanctions the harvesting of organs 
from infidels dead or alive! https://www.rt.com/news/327078-isis-captives-organs-harvesting/  
 
Read or skim the two Trojan Presidency Reports, and then Act immediately for there is little time to 
stop this madness.  
 
My best guess is that the President will spring his “end game” this coming Jewish and Christian 
holiday season--as soon December 21nd 2015 through January 2nd  (or at the latest, prior to 2016 
elections).  Once Obama & CIA pull the trigger’ on the planned HAARP attack (with or without the 
NASA-Blue-Beam, or Dragon Rocket, CERN, or EMF nuclear components) there is no turning back, for 
one cannot stop a Tsunami! (or nuclear melt-down like Japan’s) 
 
ACT NOW or never!  We must stop this Madman, or lose ALL! (See the “Open Letter”)  ~kwh 
 
 ~Karen Harvey  12-17-2015 

https://www.rt.com/news/327078-isis-captives-organs-harvesting/
https://www.facebook.com/karen.harvey.3388%23
https://www.facebook.com/karen.harvey.3388%23
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1. New World Order Plan Staged to “take control of the World/USA”:   
 
Planet X/HAARP &CERN/Earth Continental Shift--a twisted ‘elitist’ global takeover 
is eminent. It is cloaked in a ‘Planet-X’ close encounter. The “Illuminati”-Jesuits” 
plan is to bring Bible prophecy of Armageddon to fruition as soon as September of 
2015, by using the Earth herself as a weapon of mass destruction and confusion! 
 
“I have attempted to connect the dots of internet news and information, along with 
technological advance, and am compelled out of love for Earth, Life and Humanity, 
to reveal findings of darkest of human intention. Please pay attention, for there is 
little time to sway this unconscionable plot”. ~ K.W. Harvey 

 
Background to the Illuminati Plot1.  Dr. Leuren Moret has researched and exposed 
a cyclic “build, loot, and destroy” war on humanity.  This most tragic ongoing-coup 
has been feeding upon humanity since recorded history. It has been propagated by 
an ancient bloodline—a Babylonian/ Iranian-tribe & their secret Luciferian off-
shoot order:  the Jesuits. This ‘secret-society’ has clandestinely dominated 
civilization for centuries—it rears its ugly head today as an integrated-global-family 
of the self-proclaimed ‘elite’:  (the illuminati/Skull & Bones Society/Masons-
highest-order/Knights of Templar, Nazi- existentialists/New World 
Order/Rockefeller-Rothschild-Hapsburg families. The Jesuits have long standing ties 
with the Catholic Church, conquistadors, the British House of Windsor/Queen 
Elizabeth, the Italian mafia, and more recently with U.S. Presidents, Congressional 
& Cabinet membership, the Tri-Lateral Commission, Council on Foreign Relations, 
the U.S. military and CIA .  
 
According to Moret, this many layered self-serving ‘Jesuit network’ is not a religion; 
it is a secret-warrior-society that has infiltrated and embedded itself at every level 
into the very fabric of ‘our’ society, government, military and courts. Today, they 
are the puppet-masters behind exploitive industries like big banking, oil, mining, 
nuclear, chemical, and genetic engineering/GMOs, as well as the interconnected 
pedophile/human trafficking/drug-money-laundering rings, and weapons & global 
rad-waste-trade2. (e.g. USEC, the US Enrichment Corporation). 
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They claim Shiva, the Great Destroyer, as their mascot3.—they topple governments, 
orchestrate wars, depressions, human genocide, and environmental ruin for their 
own selfish, enrichment…and astonishingly enough, they don’t mind sacrificing 
their own underlings along with the rest of us. Their motto is, (and  I quote George 
Bush, & the Regan Mandate for Leadership):  “by all means necessary” (as recently 
orchestrated-natural disasters, 9-11 Twin Towers catastrophe, and the Rothschild-
Hitler Jewish Genocide). The Rothschilds are the ‘elitist/‘Jewish’/illuminati banking 
family  in league with Hitler.  [L. Moret interviews, footnote 1.] 
 
The ELITIST’-MASTER-PLAN.  I am absolutely convinced that the master plan is to 
lift the Earth’s crust and simultaneously create a super-shift in the Earth’s magnetic 
poles, so to move the continents. (Science heat-modeling shows the Earth magma 
under the crust has begun to shift--as it does cyclically every millennium just before 
an Earth magnetic-pole-shift.)  The under-pinning purpose is two-fold:  1).  To 
access resources, and destroy (or “soften” resistance) to their exploitive-harvesting 
of wealth, power and property. 2).  To advance the Illuminati’s “superior-
race”/genocidal agenda. (See  the NASA document on Future Wars)4.   
 
How is this Plan to be supposedly Manifested?  It involves a strategically timed 
combination of elements:  a). A series of man-made super-disasters staged to take 
out the U.S. and affect the entire Earth. Disasters would be initiated by a 
HAARP/Frequecy attack [Tesla-laser-beam(s)], and the CERN’s cyclotron magnetic 
technology,. and possibly U.S. Space-X Dragon Rockets. [See YouTube videos listed 
in footnote, & data chatter on the internet  i.e. google Dates & “CERN”].  b).  Blue Beam 
Project: a simulated, but super-real  holographic Earth/sky/mind spectacle like 
none other!  c).  “Jade-Helm”—a  military/Jesuit/Vatican coup,  to usher in a global 
dictatorship/one-world-religion  in the guise of Homeland Security & emergency 
response, and spiritual unity.  
 
a).  Man-made disasters:  

 
1). EMF/Nuclear event — accidental or intended detonation of a nuclear 

bomb-device(s) 25 miles above the Earth (into the ionosphere). This would cause 
an electo-magnetic frequency-pulse that would fry electrical grids & circuits, 
computers, cell phones and machines & appliances causing them to come to a 
sudden mysterious demise. The entire US could be thrown into a ‘Dark-age’, with 
no  vehicle transportation,  communications, or electricity (except for those who 
had protection). An EMF event would setoff melt-downs & explosions at nuclear 
power plants—they need electricity to cool fuel rods. 
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2). HAARP-laser/E-bomb(s)  would target and heat converging Atlantic Ocean-

floor Earth plates, and perhaps others—this would  effect a hydrogen explosion 
under the plates that would suddenly and dramatically heat & lift the Earth Crust, 
thus creating a super-Tsunami wave, (as in the catastrophes of Sumatra & Japan).  

 
3). CERN. Simultaneously the CERN is scheduled (as early as Sept. 2015), to rev 

beyond acceleration thresholds—to smash & release gold particle protons, and create 
a magnetic force 100 x or more than that of Earth. All this supposedly in search of the 
“God particle”?  There is speculation in the scientific community that this ultra-
magnetic-smash could create a ‘black hole’—opening a “wormhole” or portal for 
nefarious purposes; one CERN scientist already disappeared, and associate students 
have mysteriously drowned.  Did they know too much, &/or  try to reveal a plot?   

 
b).  Blue Beam Project–news leaks describe operation BLUE BEAM as a 

fantastical “Holographic” techno-movie-show. The spectacle is to be an 
atmospheric enactment of an Armageddon/Rapture.  Super-realistic-multi-
dimensional “forms” are laser-projected to move across the Heavens and Earth. It 
was scripted to follow Bible prophecy—so to “Shock and Awe” Earthlings into 
submission to the New World Tyranny.  

 
“Aliens”.  One twist to the Biblical plot is a staged “alien-Invasion”.  It is 

purportedly designed to set off defensive nukes to drive human populations to 
suicide, and genocide. (It is not unlikely that the elitist-Luciferians would be 
laughing… while gorging on GMO popcorn before super-sized 3D movie screens).  In 
part or all, this diabolical theatre, exemplifies the ultimate definition of evil:  taking 
pleasure in seeing and causing pain, especially in causing someone to hurt 
themselves or those they love. (A most wonderful super-twist would be to have 
benevolent ET’s come to the rescue). 

 
“Mind control”—HAARP/Frequency technologies have been researched and 

developed specifically for control of the masses and military. Control can be 
achieved by projecting resonant frequencies of sound, and images into the mind. 
Most people have never seen a ghost, much less floating ‘ghost-remnants’ e.g.  
etheric ‘astral-plane’ “impressions” of what “once was”— (i.e. realistic images of 
floating body parts, dinosaurs,  monsters, and ghouls). The fear factor alone would 
take out many unsuspecting souls and animals. The human defense would be, to 
know that it is all not real, like a dream—to just observe & be still breathing slowly  
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and  deeply until the spook show was over—even if it lasted a few days. (Dr. L. 
Moret has had several encounters with HAARP frequency attacks, and recommends 
marijuana tea as an effective anti-dote and sleeper).  

 
c). “Jade-Helm” is a multinational UN &/mercenary military deployment, to 

synch with Blue Beam, HAARP & CERN attacks. The Operation training was 
completed in southern states September 15th, 2015, under the guise of Homeland 
Security, and FEMA emergency training.  

 
Jade-Helm internment facilities include chain-linked “camps” where coffins of 
plastic are staked stacked by the thousands, and hidden guillotines await. Several 
miles of military trucks have been seen and film-documented traveling on southern 
highways carrying huge rolls razor-wire.  Other sightings were brand-new-white UN 
armored vehicles coming out of Alabama. Several southern Walmart stores are now 
closed and sport tunnel-complexes beneath; maps show they link with military 
tunnels. Are these tunnels to be bunkers &/or military storage facilities, or worse? 
You Tube videos show all this, plus remote U.S. military bases equipped with usual 
ground and air-force Op equipment, plus drones with uranium-release bombs, and 
bulldozers!  Jade-Helm appears ready to force civil & state compliance, and silence 
opposition, in order to facilitate the take-over of the U.S.A  and global governance.  

 
The big picture says our Jaded President/Commander-in-Chief, Barack Obama 

is ready to take the jaded-helm of the ‘elitist’-toted “New World Order”:   a One-
World-Government/One-World-Religion—with Pope & ‘Presidential‘  
figurehead/puppets in charge.  Behind the layers, lurk the upper echelons of secret-
society/Jesuit-cult-rule. It appears that Lucifer himself is to be at the Helm. [See the 

“Addendum”/documentation following this “Collection of Articles”-- entitled: “Trojan Presidency 
Report 2—Obama’s Jihad on America“ 

 
The geo-mechanics of  HAARP-CERN Earth-shift EVENT.  Iron infused magma/rock 
mantle under the Earth crust would be attracted to the CERN’s super magnetic pull. 
CERN’s atmospheric release of highly charged particles would excite and greatly 
magnify the HAARP’s  laser-heat-output (an uncontrollable laser/lightning storm 
could occur—as in the downfall of Atlantis Continent, according to some readings). 
With the Earth-crust-lift, a super-heated & magnetized magma-MANTLE WOULD BE 
FREE TO RUSH & FLOW TOWARD THE NEW MAGNETIC NORTH pole—the CERN 
cyclotron.  The results:  a sudden & dramatic polar-shift—continents and sea-floor  
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which float on the mantle’s magma would be suddenly drawn & dragged 
northward. Global havoc would ensue. (See Edgar Casey’s prediction related to 
CERN) 5.  The projected time of the Planet-X event was posted all over the internet—
how convenient that the CERN experiment should coincide with an advertised 
Planet X encounter. (A ‘perfect mask’ or cover for the evil doers?). 
 
2. INTENDED  and UNINTENDED(?)  CONSEQUENCES  
    would be global and multi-fold: 
  

1.  Access to Antarctica’s rich mineral deposits.  The  Antarctic Continent would 
be shifted considerably northward (as far as Brazil, according to one modle1.). 
This would greatly accelerate melting and make the Antarctic mineable for the 
illuminati perpetrators who already have exclusive mineral rights. 

2. Access to North American Natural Resources and take over the United 
States—How? By creating mayhem, and destroying infrastructure,  national & 
local democratic government, and civilian resistance. Populations would be 
severely diminished, diseased & weakened…”softened” for the illuminati-
elitist purposes. Vast areas of the nation would be truly thrown in ‘dark-
ages’—no electricity, no clean water supply or sanitation. 

3. Tsunamis. Monster waves would arise out of the Atlantic and slam the Gulf, & 
Eastern seaboard of the USA, and elsewhere—taking out NYC and other cities 
and communities all along the eastern seaboard, possibly as far South as 
Florida, and as far inland as the Appalachian Mountains. The tsunami wave 
would tower 500 meters or more, and be more devastating than that of 
Fukushima Japan. (Impacts have been predicted by Edgar Casey, Merle 
Wolford, Dr. Patricia Green and others.) 
  

4. Nuclear plant melt downs. Global radioactive contamination would likely be 
elicited by tsunamis, flooding, earthquakes, and possibly volcanic eruption.6. 
U.S. East & West coast plants would be among those knocked out. Power 
outages, causing breeches of nuclear fuel-rod containment would likely ensue. 
Deadly radioactive materials would be explosively released into the sky, and 
leaked into oceans. This would be similar to the Japan’s ongoing Fukushima 
2011 tsunami/nuclear disaster. (Meltdowns were purposefully triggered by a 
clandestine HAARP off-shore event according to independent expert nuclear-
geophysicist Dr. Leuren Moret.7.  Credits go to British Petroleum (owned by the 
Queen) and  illuminati/Rothschild/Vatican-controlled CIA. The U.S. clandestine  
CIA branch was instated by G.W. Bush (a member of secret society: Skull and 
Bones/Knights of Templar/Illuminati—all Luciferian cults). 
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5. Volcanic eruptions & fires would be triggered world-wide by continental-
Earth-plate shifts. All of life would be affected, if not extinguishing from the   
eruptions and their collateral-effects: blocked sunlight, extreme temperatures, 
diminished oxygen, acid rain, poisoned air (sulfurous-gases), & dramatic 
increases in CO, greenhouse and  gases (Co2 & methane). Acid rain would 
further disrupt the marine and freshwater environments dependent on 
relatively normal PH. 

6. Extreme weather events/global-climate-change. Sudden shifts in weather 
patterns, extreme high and low temperatures, massive downpours, floods, 
droughts, tornados, & hurricanes (modeled up to 800MPH), massive wild-fires, 
possibly nuclear Winter. 

7. Historic Flooding of the Great Lakes and Missisippi River, U.S./global coastal 
areas.  A recent scientifically modeled map (a leaked Navy Intel map) shows a 
potential great flooding of the East and Gulf coastal areas, the Great Lakes 
basin and the Mississippi water way. The Great Lakes would become one 
lake.8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKsv9jgUzVc 

8. Population Impacts: Historic Numbers of Deaths, Extinctions, & Migrations. 
Human, animal and plant populations and communities would suffer severe 
reduction in numbers, if not extinction. This could be due to any of the above 
reasons in # 1-7,  and combined effects—radiation poisoning, mutations, 
infertility, disease/pandemics, starvation, contaminated air, food,  water and 
soils. Severe changes in global weather would also be a major challenge to life. 
This is genocidal strategy is a carry-over from Hitler & beyond his time.  

9. Collapse of the Earth’s Life support System. The end of a Living Planet is not 
out of the question.  All of Life as we know it is dependent on Earth, and is 
inter-dependent. In order to survive and thrive, life requires clean air, pure 
water, clean soil, and tolerable temperatures. A global ‘die-off’ would release 
enormous amounts of the highly potent green-house-gas, methane, from 
rotting animal flesh and plant, and phytoplankton decay—this would no doubt 
effect global climate change: weather events, sea levels & homelands.  

 

PLANET X/Nibiru News: “Wow… it is refreshing to have this information finally going more 

mainstream.  News coming from the western media has been mostly ‘subliminal'…  in bits and pieces…. 
the Russians are much more forthright on this matter that affects the entire world… in the West, those 
in the know are preparing to use the Nibiru event, to take over the world… but they won’t & cannot 
succeed” [ Russian TV shows NIBIRU PLANET X – RUSSIA DOESN’T HIDE IT (Aug. 2015). You Tube] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

3. END NOTES: 

1. Part 1-Leuren Moret: Jesuit's origin in Babylon--are Satanic “Knights of Templar” for one 

world govt:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WxjTzT_VdM   

 Part 2-Leuren Moret: Russia aids humanity against Jesuitism- Tsar Alexander II & Putin 

 (Preventing WWIII)   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TueJDp1BdK8   

 Part: A‘big picture’ interview--begins by covering amazing credentials of Dr. Moret 

 “Leuren Moret Global Nuclear Coverup Geopolitics, Jesuits & History” July 11, 2015

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtKFSSxjRjI 

2. Retired HEAD OF FBI Tells ALL "Illuminati, Satanism, Pedophile Rings": 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BplUD6kQYuU 

 Illuminati Wife Tells All - Part 1 of 4:   
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8ly0c0_Rnk&list=PLSk9d9MyOaEdMtm-

 TDdWwPqx57wGBQuRv 
 

3. Shiva’s Fire CERN HAARP DragonX Connection? Part1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJV2MqpBlNg  

 

 CERN: Scientists' Warnings, Demonic Spirits & Mysterious Deaths. ‘Shiva’ 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNeEPoZekfo 

 

 CERN & HAARP pictures of operation/military use for mass destruction, plus interviews 

 with Scientists 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQXfQp5Bbow 

 

4. NASA leaked presentation-document on “Future Wars” reveals genocide plan, mind control and 
more:  http://www.stopthecrime.net/nasa.html 
 

5. Edgar Casey’s  strong warning to flee Geneva (CERN region) 2015–map of area affected. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVmleJIPpYM 
 

6. Urgent Warning!! Get Out of the East Coast of the USA!!! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnnMonFkhaU&list=TLSR6vNOh5Y2czMTA4MjAxNQ 
 

7. Leuren Moret - Fukushima HAARP nuclear attack by CIA, DOE, BP for London banks; 

interview includes other HAARP attack/disasters: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htsWup50i3E 

 
8. MAP: Flooding of Great Lakes, Mississippi River, Coastal areas: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKsv9jgUzVc 
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4. PROPHECIES: 
 
Comparisons of Biblical & Muslim Prophecy Parallels (anti-Christ/false profit;  Mahdi/Muslim Jesus) 

http://www.bibleprophecyandtruth.com/prophecy/PresentDay 
 
The Islamic prophecies listed are from multiple sources. They all come from the Q'uran, Hadith, 

Sunnah and other Muslim sources.  
 

 Bible: The Antichrist is an unparalleled political, military, and religious leader that will emerge in 
       the last days. - Dan 8:24-25, Dan 11:40, Rev 13:7-8/ Islam: The Mahdi is an unparalleled  

 political, military, and religious leader that will emerge in the last days.   

 
 Bible: The Antichrist and the False Prophet will both be powerful religious leaders who will 

attempt to institute a universal world religion. - Rev 13:12 Islam: The Mahdi and the Muslim Jesus 

will institute Islam as the only religion on the earth.  

 Bible: The Antichrist and the False Prophet will have a specific agenda to kill as many Jews and 

Christians as possible. - Rev 13:7, Dan 7:21, Dan 11:30 Islam: The Mahdi and the Muslim Jesus 

hate Jews and Christians and will kill as many as possible until only a few are left hiding behind 

rocks and trees. 

 Bible: The Antichrist and the False Prophet will specifically use beheading as the primary means of 

execution for non-conformists. - Rev 20:4 Islam: The Mahdi and the Muslim Jesus will use 

the Islamic practice of beheading for executions. 
 

 Bible: The Antichrist and the False Prophet together will have a powerful army that will do 

great damage to the earth in an effort to subdue every nation and dominate the world. - Rev 

13, Dan 7:7, Dan 7:23  

 

 Bible: The False Prophet is said to do many miracles to deceive as many as possible into 

supporting the Antichrist. - Rev 13:13-14 Islam: The Mahdi himself is said to control the 

weather and the crops. His face is said to glow. (HAARP?)  

       

Sanat-Kumara Prophecies--1989 
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2015/05/sanat-kumara-prophecies-1989-earth-is-
becoming-a-sun-almost-all-on-surface-of-earth-will-be-destroyed-water-supply-for-consumption-
diminishing-volcanoes-will-erupt-earthquakes-will-strike-3158570.html 
 
Hopi Prophecy –Nibiru/Red Kachina 
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2015/05/nibirured-kachina-visible-in-south-african-
sky05262015-review-red-kachina-hopi-prophecy-3161194.html 
 
PlanetX news: CERN dates names & places:  
http://planetxnews.com/2015/08/19/prepare-to-freak-out-cern-september-23-2015-connection-
you-must-try-this-for-yourself/.  
Note : Try searching Sept. 22, 2015–“CERN” pops up.  Also Meteor Strike Sept. 2015  
The calendar for CERN events has been taken down. 
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5. EARTH GEOLOGY & VOLCANOES & EARTH QUAKES:  
 
Earth Crust Plates 
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/subjects/astronomy/planets/earth/Inside.shtml. 
Please note: this simplified version of Earth-plate geology was chosen because of its easy to read 
images and summary of various aspects of Earth. It is understood from more technical documents,  
that there may be ‘oceans worth’ of rock-trapped water-capsules trapped in the Earth’s crust, also 
that the crust does contain iron (between 5 and 10% iron contrary to the above linked-report). 
 
Earth Has Shifted, Sky has Changed 
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/subjects/astronomy/planets/earth/Inside.shtml 
 

Volcanoes  
info: http://www.geog.ucsb.edu/~dylan/mtpe/geosphere/wh/vol/volcanoes.html  
Credit: Dylan Prentiss, Dept. of Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             
 

http://earth.rice.edu/mtpe/geo/geosphere/hot/volcanoes/volcanoes_b2.html  

  The map shows the location of active, inactive, and extinct volcanoes throughout the world.   
Each individual volcano is shown as a single, red triangle. In many places in the world there are so many volcanoes in 

a small area that they appear on this map as a cluster instead of individual triangles. Although some volcanoes are 

extinct or have not erupted in recent times, these areas still may exhibit tectonic  activity  as the magma below (or the 

crustal plates) shift in geologic time. Generally, there is a strong relationship between where the volcanoes are, and 

where tectonic activity occurs on Earth. 
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6. PLANET X and EARTH:    
                                                                                                     

The Ultimate NIBIRU PLANET X  Report - NOW IS OFFICIAL:  GOVERNMENT COVER UP! 

UFO DOCUMENTARY ~ Media Reports on Nibiru (Aug, 2015) 

:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R20ze884agA        
   

Earth’s Axis Has Shifted!* And the Sky Has Changed.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtG1paGpfv0 published Feb. 26, 2015   
 

Great Lakes & U.S. Coastal Flooding--Video & Map 

Planet X--Tsunami Level Flooding, Asteroids– 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKsv9jgUzVc Government insider reports Aug. 15, 2015 
[FINAL WARNING] "Planet X By The Liberty Man Insider Navy Intel Map & Nibiru Dates!"  
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7. HAARP: 
For more see www.GeoEngineeringWatch.org climate-weather engineering/chem-trails  

 
MUST SEE. PLEASE CIRCULATE: HAARP: WHAT IT IS, WHAT IT CAN DO 
Implications Have Manifested  (Presents the science, & government/military/mind-control applications) 

      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5Cz8yFOxtc 
 
HAARP EVENTS?/STRANGE SIGHTINGS & SOU NDS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L4KGU37Aik 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HAARP Persian Gulf Eye Witness  (see actual HAARP Beam striking Sea for days on end) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YSubC55KI2c (You Tube) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The CERN CYCLATRON: 
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8. CERN:  
 

LHC is the world's largest and highest-energy particle accelerator. The collider is contained in a 

circular tunnel, with a circumference of 27 kilometers (17 mi), at a depth ranging from 50 to 175 

metres (164 to 574 ft) underground. Located 574 feet underground in Switzerland 

Large Hadron Collider - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Large_Hadron_Collider <Wikipedia CERN info 
 
 Take a Virtual Tour of CERN, and scope out the rest of the article for more details. 
 http://home.web.cern.ch/topics/large-hadron-collider 
  
       CERN Scientist Disappears (Scientist During CERN experiment--leak by a CERN Scientist ) 
       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNGkv35W2SY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Shocking Evidence of Something Huge in September CERN 2015 HD (not for the light-hearted). 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSHy2NXC4fw 
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CERN CRACKs/DISRUPTS EARTH SOLAR SHIELD https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WZKJ-CKPVM 
According to scientists, if the Earth were not protected from the sun’s deadly radiation, the Earth’s 
atmosphere would dissipate—they postulate, that is what happened to mars.   
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The VATICAN is one of the two 
entities that controls CERN. 
 
CERN has already damaged the 
Earth’s solar shield, yet they intend 
to Rev it up, beyond its known 
capacity this September, 2015. 
 
Another  Cern impact has been a 
disturbance in the northern lights—
instead of the normal green some 
regions are experiencing red lights. 
 
There is evidence that CERN is as 
contributing to global warming 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WZKJ-CKPVM


 

9. Obama’s & Pope: 

Obama: "My Muslim Faith" Sen. Barack Obama slips up on ABC's This Week with George 

Stephanopoulos and refers to “my Muslim faith". (SeeYou Tube video “My Muslim Faith”) 

Washington Times –News article on Obama’s Faith 

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2012/sep/11/obama-my-muslim-faith/?page=all  

OBAMA’s MUSLIM  FAITH: 

 

Obama's Throne of Satan (Pergamon Altar)—Obama Gives NWO Speech in Germany within 

meters of ‘Hitler’s Podium’. YouTubehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oa9JGOFy2uc 

 Aug 1, 2012 - Uploaded by SONSanDiego 

 

This is Obama's stage at the Democratic Nominating convention in Denver in ... This is the 

Pergamon Altar . 

heenddays.com/dvoi_i2_t 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                              

“Little do people know that Obama and the leaders of our church have a secret sinister pact to hide 

from the public--the most terrible warning encrypted inside our Holy Bible” (End days link above) 

The Pope is scheduled to address the UN, U.S. Congress meet with President Obama this Sept 
1015—This would be a first, and in violation of U.S. Constitutional law: the “separation of Church 
and State”. This meeting & address, would be no less than an official claim to victory and 
consummation of the NEW WORLD ORDER--the marriage of Church , State & Luciferian cult  

            

Government & Church Involved in a Massive Cover-up (includes pertinent survival tips) 
http://survivetheenddays.com/dvoi_i2_t/   
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   POPE Francis Bergoglio—the first Jesuit Pope 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Blue Beam:  

The Holographic simulation of space alien invasion & end of World—rapture;   

Pope Francis plans to visit the United States of America in September 2015 to address 

Congress – in complete contravention of the United States Constitution regarding separation of 

church and state. His plan includes a private visit with President Obama and an address to the 

United Nations.  It seems prudent to repost this article concerning Project Blue Beam that was – 

Gillian Grannum 
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10.  BLUE BEAM PROJECT 

Pope & Obama Come NOT To the Rescue, But To Reap, & Rule, and SLAUGHTER! 
http://www.shiftfreqency.com/new-world-order-blue-beam-project/ 

What Is The Blue Beam Project? 

 

David Openheimer – It involves two things. A technologically simulated “second coming” and the 

re-emergence of new “MONTAUK” type projects that have the ability to take up a whole bunch of 

people as in a “rapture” type of situation & whisk the whole bunch into never-never land. 

Ironically, portions of the holographic projections have the potential for changing the planet into 

oneness with God. Unfortunately, this operates on the premise that Man shall somehow become 

God in human form and control other Men and dictate all actions and thoughts. 

The calculated resistance to the new religion, the New World Order and the new “Messiah” will 

entail human loss on a massive scale in the ensuing “holy wars”. The “BLUE BEAM PROJECT” 

will pretend to be the universal fulfillment of the prophecies of old; as major an event as that 

which took place 2000 years ago. In principle, it will make use of the sky as a holographic 

projection screen for space-based laser-generating satellites (star wars). These projectors will 

project simultaneous images to the four corners of the planet, in every language by region. 
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It deals with the religious aspect of the NEW WORLD ORDER. 

The “system” has already been tested. Holographic projections of the “CHRIST IMAGE” have already 

been seen in some remote desert areas. These have only been reported in tabloid papers, so they are 

instantly rendered moot. They can also project images of alien craft, aliens, monsters, angels – you 

name it. Computers will coordinate the satellites and software will run the show-and-tell.
1.
  

Holography is based on very nearly identical signals combining to produce and image, or 

hologram, with depth perception. This is equally applicable to acoustic (ELF, VLF, LF) waves as it 

is to optical phenomena. 

Specifically, the “show” will consist of laser projections of multiple holographic images to 

different parts of the planet, each receiving different images according to the predominating 

regional religious faith. Not a single area will be excluded. With computer animation and sound 

effects appearing to come from the depths of space, astonished followers of the various creeds will 

witness their own returned Messiah in spectacularly convincing lifelike realness. 

The various images of Christ, Mohammed, Buddha, Krishna, etc., will merge into ONE after 

“correct explanation” of the mysteries, prophecies and revelations are disclosed. 

This “ONE GOD” will in fact function as the “Anti-Christ” who will “explain” that the various 

scriptures “have been misunderstood”- that the religious of old are responsible for turning brother 

against brother, nation against nation – that the religions of the world must be abolished to make 

way for the GOLDEN AGE (NEW AGE) of the One World Religion, representing the One God 

they see before them. 

Naturally, this superbly staged, full-scale production will result in social and religious disorder on 

a massive scale. Wonder what the television transmitters of religious networks will be doing on 

that day ? 

But before this, they have to go through four different steps in order to get to Project Blue Beam. 

1: The first step concerns the breakdown of all archeological knowledge 

It deals with staging earthquakes at certain precise locations around the planet where supposed 

new “discoveries” will finally explain (for them) that the meanings of the basic doctrines of all the 

world’s major religions are “wrong.” 

This falsification will be used to make the population believe that all religious doctrine has been 

misunderstood and misinterpreted. The falsification started with the film 2001: A Space Odyssey, 

the TV-series STAR TREK, the STAR WARS films, E.T., all of which deal with space “invasion” 

and “protection”. JURASSIC PARK, was to push the theory of evolution. 

2: The second step deals with the gigantic space show 

3D optical holograms and sounds, laser projections of multiple holographic images in different 

parts of the world, each receiving a different image, according to its predetermined original 

national religious faith. This new “god” image will talk in all languages. 
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As an example, the Soviets (actual Russians) have manufactured the advanced computers and have 

programmed them with the minute psychological particles based upon their studies of the anatomy 

and biology of the human body, as well as their studies on the anatomy, chemistry and electricity 

of the human brain. These computers have also been fed with the different languages of the world. 

3: The third step deals with telepathic electronic two-way 

communication 

ELF (Extra Low Frequency), VLF (Very Low Frequency), and LF (Low Frequency) waves will 

reach the people of the earth through the insides of their brains, making each person believe that 

his own God is speaking to him from within his own soul. 

Such rays, from satellite, are fed from the memory of computers that store much data about the 

human being and his languages. These rays will then interlace and interweave with the natural 

thinking processes to form what we call the ARTIFICIAL TALK. 

4: The fourth step involves universal supernatural 

manifestations using electronic means 

This step contains three different orientations: 

The first one is to make mankind believe that an alien invasion is about to occur upon every major 

city on the earth. This is to push each major nation into using its nuclear capability to strike back. 

In this manner, it would put each of these nations in a state of full disarmament before the United 

Nations after the false attack. 

The second is to make the “Christian” believe that a major rapture is occurring, with a simple 

“played” divine intervention of an alleged “good” alien force coming to save the good people from 

a brutal satanic attack. Its goal is to get rid of all significant opposition to the NEW WORLD 

ORDER. 
2.(See also:  Prophecy Christian and Muslim  Revelations—NWO  commitment to eliminating Christians and Jews)

 

Originally posted by D. Oppenheimer April 16, 2000 and recovered through the 

WayBackMachine. Also available at The Watcher Files and  Techlines Realities, among others. 

Reposted on Shift Frequency, May 2015. Please repost far and wide. 

Share this: 

 Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window) 

 Share on Facebook (Opens in new window) 

 Click to share on Google+ (Opens in new window) 

 Click to email this to a friend (Opens in new window) 
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Hopi Prophecy film–Shows the Technology in Action; Reveals Event Effects  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GAGAm4tKaE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obama: “The battle fields have changed, and technology has evolved, but our commitment to 
constitutional principles has weathered every war”. —Exception being the Terrorist War he is 
waging, and the one he is prepared to SPRING on AMERICANS & the ENTIER WORLD…~ kwh 

 

11. Jade-Helm:  Prep for the REAL SLAUGHTER—the REAL TAKE-OVER 
http://consciouslyenlightened.com/shocking-discovery-fema-camps-to-use-guillotines-on-
those-who-resist-martial-law/ 
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http://allnewspipeline.com/Aztlan_Fence_Colorado_Divided.php  (link for video) 
videos & complete article) June 3, 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anonymous Exposes FEMA Coffins And 

FEMA Guillotines For Martial Law. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozgGqfPurIk 
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(Shocking Discovery) FEMA Camps To Use Guillotines  
On Those Who Resist Martial Law & the New World Order 

 

NOTE: Obama’s “End Game”: 750,000 Americans are targeted for arrest and interrogation. Beyond 

that, any person on Obama’s ‘potential terrorist’ list –this includes any citizen they want to trump 

charges against, including environmentalists, animal rights activists and the list goes on and on—

Further a Fatwa was declared by ISIS in 2014 whereby it was deemed legal to harvest organs from 

dead and living “apostates” (those who do not accept Islamic faith). [Russia Today] 

https://www.rt.com/news/327078-isis-captives-organs-harvesting/   

 
http://consciouslyenlightened.com/shocking-discovery-fema-camps-to-use-guillotines-on-those-

who-resist-martial-law/  
l 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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June 5, 2015 

Is Jade Helm, Raider Focus About Pre-Positioning Foreign 

Troops On U.S. Soil? Raider Focus Convoy Troops Missing 

Unit Patches, Veteran Warns This Is 'VERY Big' Issue And 

'War Has Already Begun' 

http://allnewspipeline.com/Foreign_Troops_Positioned_Jade_Helm.php 
 

 

* ISIS Leader Admits We Are Being Funded By The Obama 

Administration* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ym2EmUNKDE8   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

      
            https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FnC7U2gE5-k#t=403 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
 
 
 

Obama chose to give  a “New World Order” speech in Germany and visit the Pergamon Alter, in the 

Pergamon Museum.  Shortly after returning to the U.S. he had a replica of the alter built. He used it to ‘stage’ his 

speech at the Democratic National Convention in, 2012, and used the ‘Bronco’ Stadium symbolism in 2008 

National Nominating Convention which featured a white Arabian stallion as its mascot. The alter is reminiscent 

of the alter replica Adolf Hitler had built in Nuremberg, where he held rallies and gave his most rousing New 

World Order speeches. The Greco-Roman alter, has its ‘religious roots’ in an ancient Babylonian-sun 

worship/fertility pagan cult which was perverted into the worship of a ‘fallen angel’/god of the under-world, 

Apollyon/Zeus. Hitler had ordered the altar’s excavation and transfer to Berlin where today it is on display in the 

Pergamon Museum (shown above). The alter was originally built in Turkey, the prophesized birth place of the 

Mahdi (the Muslim Messiah/Biblical anti-Christ.). 

 

Note: for a brief history of Zeus and Apollyon follow link: ( press ctrl +click) 

http://www.answersintheendtimes.com/Sunday-School-Lessons/Pt-17-The-Church-at-Pergamum   
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                       Obama’s Throne of Satan 
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                   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oa9JGOFy2uc 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Obama’s Speech 2012 Democratic convention—his stage ‘replica’ of Pergamon Alter 
http://stop-obama-now.net/obamas-shrine-to-satan/ Note:  important information on Obama’s Influences. 

 
 
Note: The Words of Jesus Christ as written by John, His scribe and faithful Servant:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FnC7U2gE5-k#t=403 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

Note: Antipas was publically roasted inside a bonze bull execution-statue on the Alter of Pergamon.   
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Turkey is now openly supporting ISIS—RT News Russia 12-30-15 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhLTT85Ite8   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
 

Turkey is Key   The Mahdi (anti-Christ)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhLTT85Ite8
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      Democratic Convention 2008 
      At the Bronco Stadium in Denver, Colorado USA 

Obama’s goal: to the Mahadi 
 
      
 
 
l 
 
 

 

 

http://islamicantichrist2016.com/obama-his-logo-white-horse-the-pergamum-altar/     

 

The Mahdi – the Rider on the White Horse of Revelation 6:2 

The Denver ‘Bronco’s’ stadium mascot is a white Arabian Horse, named Thunder.   
The name Barak means ‘Lighting’ in Hebrew and Greek.   
 
There is a well-known story about Prophet Muhammad. This story tells that in the year 621, Prophet 
Muhammad flew to heaven on the magical winged-horse of fire which he called Barak.  
 
Note: Obama is indeed riding a “white-horse”,  the United States.  America was colonized by “white” 

Pilgrims, who established the United States, and governed as a “white democracy”, for most of the nation’s 

years to date. The United States is Obama’s vehicle, his ride--for what he sees as his Mahdi destiny…ruler 

of the world/New World Order.  For more in-depth name inferences see: 
http://linguaphiles.livejournal.com/4100971.html?page=1) 
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   Light Will Always Find a Way   
 
 
     
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
SURVIVAL: 
 I personally believe that prophecy does not preclude the possibility of avoiding an 
‘Apocalypse/Armageddon’—nor “turning things around”. The prophecies were told, not only to alert 
humankind, but to give us choice either to:  1). allow global destruction, or 2). To stop the perpetrators, 
and Collectively & Peacefully strive to uplift of All humankind & living Earth.  I like many, choose beauty 
and a healthy world of peace & global abundance for all of Humankind and all species. According to 
master-psychic-mediums, there are possible futures, probable futures and crystalized futures—I believe 
that crystalized futures are not crystalized until they happen. The looming carnage can be stopped… ~ 
Karen W. Harvey 
 
Planetary SURVIVAL and Diversity Depends on STOPPING HARMS BEFORE they can Happen!  It is 
imperative that we STOP 1). the institution of the Elitist/Muslim/Vatican “NEW WORLD ORDER”/global 
take-over of nations, 2). ‘UN Agenda 21’ and Agenda 2030’eugenics-genocide plans : “JADE-HELM”/ 
Jihad:  a).the  BLUE BEAM Project, b). CERN , c). HAARP,  d). Any EMF & Nuclear Events, and  e). 
Syrian/Muslim refugee-immigrant  import & terrorism--BEFORE  they  spring !   
 
Vital Dates to watch:  Jade-Helm military actions and martial law, (cloaked as ‘emergency- response) are 
planned to be triggered by a ‘natural disaster(s)’ created “super-natural –disasters., like super-Tsunami’s 
created by a synched HAARP /CERN clandestine attack . Dates to watch would be Jewish & Christian major 
holidays & big national or cultural events, and astronomical events such as predicted asteroid & planet X 
encounters. The CERN calendar has been removed from the internet.  
            
 
 
 
 

http://consciouslyenlightened.com/
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Meanwhile, at CERN cavalier Scientists’ are preparing to fire-up the CERN particle collider to its highest 
energy levels yet, this time using lead and gold. In their quest to unlock the mystery of the ‘god- particle’ 
and ‘dark-matter’ they are putting aside stark warnings: 1). ‘Demonic appearances’ and human 
disappearances have been associated with CERN’s operation.  2). There is strong scientific proof that CERN 
operations are negatively affecting the Earth’s protective-magnetic shield & ionosphere.  3). The Planet’s 
foremost nuclear/astral-physicists  warn that the particle-smashing  could unleash an “uncontrollable” 
energy reaction s—such as a big bang or black hole,  capable of destroying the Earth or universe!!!  CERN 
scientists have already created mini-black holes , but were “not able to sustain them”.  We must sound the 
alarm and cut the purse-and strings.  Who or what on Earth gives them the right to gamble with our 
beautiful   Planet and all of Life?! 
 
Perhaps destruction IS the hidden objective. This is hardly out of the realm of possibility as CERN scientists 
are part of Luciferian-society—headed by the world’s first Jesuit/Luciferian -Pope.  CERNs corporate logo 
uses a 666 design.  Its mascot” is embodied in a large bronze statue of the Hindu-goddess Shiva , 
“Destroyer of Universes”!  Bronze Shiva is blatantly doing her “destroyer” dance outside the playa-
entrance of CERN’s Swiss compound-headquarters. 
  
Obama chose to rename himself Barack (meaning “lightening”)—No doubt, the symbolism was 
intentional since he has used other symbolic themes related to the Muslim prophesized “World-
Ruler”/warrior-Messiah, the Mahdi. Obama is indeed the wielder of lightening—for he commands the 
great-destroyer-HAARP:  the secret frequency weapon that releases ‘monster’ bolts of lightning-like 
energy that “creates massive destruction and death!  Also, Obama is affiliated with CERN, and CERN’s 
Swiss-CIA headquarters; (the clandestine CIA that George W. bush created?). Obama and his father both 
worked for the CIA.  No doubt Obama is pursuing the role, and goals of Mahdi:  warrior-rider on the white 
‘horse’ in Biblical/Muslim prophecy.  
 
WE CAN WILL & MUST HAULT the SATANIC AGENDA.  STOP Obama, and the Elitist/UN/New World 
Order/Luciferian-Eugenics Agendas.  Stop CIA Earth-Weapons attacks & Wars—for all time.  
 
It is imperative that Citizens and Nations of the Global Community, IMMEDIATELY STOP & OUTLAW: 
1). CERN, HAARP, rocket-nuclear/EMF attacks, and NASA’s BLUE BEAM Project.  
2). All terrorist Jihadi/Muslim/War & weapons funding and trafficking, and the funding and facilitation of 
Syrian-Muslim immigration immediately!  
3). Immediately indict charge, and incarcerate the terrorist/war perpetrators and isolate them and their 
families and society for good—allowing no outside communications 4). Indict & Neutralize the Luciferian 
‘secret societies’ & their bloodlines—they have plagued  the Earth century upon century  committing 
heinous genocidal acts against humanity while waging and perpetrating WARS for their own enrichment, 
and destroying  societies, culture with abandon. They are not worthy of being upon this beautiful  Planet 
EARTH. Ship their heartless remains to the Sun! 
 
The POWER of good IS more powerful than evil. “Yes WE CAN”!!!  May Good Peaceful People of the Earth 
BE FOREVER BLESSED, and Protected by the Holy Spirit of Our Creator.  ~  Karen W. Harvey 
 
 
 
 

   Light Will Always Find a Way 
 
 
 
 



 

 

What Can We Do NOW--to Stop & Prevent the Carnage? 

 
 
We can DELIVER hard-copy of  the Trojan President  ‘ALERT- REPORTS’,  and List of DEMANDS to our 
respective State/Community news editors individually or in mass, and CALL our local media to witness the 
delivery & publicly record & report our delivery event. 
 
CALL and VOICE our/your concerns to our respective Governors, and State & Federal Legislators , and 
DEMAND  Federal , State & Local Protection now!  (including trusted military, FBI,  militia, and local Police.) 
 

 Demand that:  
 
 1. An emergency joint session of Congress be held immediately, where Obama and is immediately 
indicted, arrested and incarcerated.  If Obama fails to appear, indict, try and sentence him in absentia on 
the spot, and issue a global warrant for his arrest with offer of bounty. The Sargent at Arms, backed by state 
militia & commanders,  retired-trusted  U.S. Armed Forces Commanders  & their entourage, as well as the 
members of  the U.S. Judiciary, Legislative Homeland Security Committees & Chair to be present--whether or 
not Obama appears. The French Premier & Putin should be invited to be present & have voice.as well . 
 
2.  Obama’s administration, including his cabinet/administrators, and other associated conspiratorial agents 
be immediately fired, indicted and incarcerated—their presence at the joint Session of Congress required.  
 
3.  No importation of any Muslims or Syrian refugees what-so-ever.  
 
4.  All those Syrian/Middle East immigrants who were admitted into the U.S. the year Obama took office or 
later should be required to either leave the United States immediately or be held in Guantanamo. Prison. 
 
5. Demand that there be an immediate lock down/non-use, and extra tight security placed around all HAARP 
& CERN facilities (including all HAARP associated facilities and antenna arrays, and all particle colliders) 
 
6.   Federal and State armed forces and affiliate agencies (i.e. CIA, Homeland Security and FEMA“, NASA) 
stand down” from Obama’ &/or his administrations orders,  and “ stay from any activation and use of 
HAARP, CERN, NASA facilities , and similar/related operations and facilities.  
 
7.  That all Earth-Weapons, and weather modifying technology be outlawed.  
 
8.   Extra security be put around infrastructure: electric grid facilities, & municipal water facilities/public 
works, bridges & airports,  rail  & ship-yards, communications towers & facilities as well as and media outlets 
& stations  etc. 
 
9.  Extra security be put around military bases & their ancillary facilities—including air ports, rail, ship-ports, 
weapons, missile silos, ammunitions/ materials, equipment, and storage sites, offices & housing .  
 
10.   Federal military, state militia & all police departments be put on high alert.  
 
11 . That retired  persons of high rank and recommendation  be called and report to duty to temporarily 
replace the Obama administration’s officers-- with those who have proven loyal to the U.S.A & citizens. 
 
12.  That Government & legislation be now and forever more, completely transparent, and that past and 
present  members of secret societies, and Luciferian /NEW WORLD ORDER/Eugenics affiliations be forever 
banned from governmental positions, and committees, and advisory of any sort--local, state, federal  and 
National .  
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

May the Light of Love and the Holy Spirit, Guide and Protect our 
way to a Safe and Beautiful Future.   
 
              ~  K. Harvey 

   
   


